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Let P b e a measurable transformation on a measure space (Q, Cfc, P ) , 
with 0<P(£2) < oo. Call T absolutely continuous if P(A) = 0 implies 
P(T~*A)=0. The transformation T is said to have the Birkhoff 
recurrence property if, for each -4EG*, limn-co(lA0 2"~o XA{TJ'CO) 
exists for almost all co£0. I t has been shown that if T is absolutely 
continuous and has the Birkhoff recurrence property, then there 
exists a non-negative, finite, countably additive measure Q on & such 
that (i) Q « P , (ii) Q and P agree on invariant sets, (iii) Q(A) = Q(T~lA) 
for each 4 £ û [3 ]. In this paper we prove the following result. 

THEOREM. If T is an absolutely continuous measurable transforma
tion on (0, Q,, P ) , where 0 <P(fl) < <*>, then there exists a non-negative, 
finite, finitely additive measure Q with the following properties: (i) P(A) 
= 0 implies Q(A)=0; (ii) Q and P agree on invariant sets; (iii) Q(A) 
= Q(T~lA) for each A^a. 

We shall only outline the proof here. Let (B be the collection of all 
invariant sets; tha t is, 5 Ç ( B if and only if B^T~lB. Then (B is a 
cr-subalgebra of Ofc. Consider the real algebras L°°(a) and i°°((B), and 
represent them as the algebras R(X) and P ( F ) , respectively, of all 
continuous real-valued functions on the extremally disconnected, 
compact, Hausdorff spaces X and F, The Boolean algebras E(X) 
and E(Y) of idempotents in R(X) and R(Y) are both complete. 
Moreover there is a natural isomorphism of R(Y) into R{X) which 
maps E(Y) into E(X). The dual of this is a continuous mapping r of 
X onto F, and the completeness of E(Y) assures that the mapping is 
an open mapping. Theorems of Gleason [ l ] and Halmos [2] assert 
tha t 7T has many cross-sections. 

For any f(~R(X) define functions M f and mf on F by setting 
Mf(y)=lub{f(x):irx = y} and mf(y) = gib{ƒ(x): irx = y}. Since ir is 
open, both Mf and m/ are in R(Y). Call a linear transformation 
lx: R(X)-*R(Y) a generalized mean if mf^\xf^Mf for each fÇ_R{X), 
Every cross-section of w gives a mean that is a homomorphism. An 
absolutely continuous T induces a linear transformation t of i?(X) 
into itself. A generalized mean \x will be called invariant if \xtf*=\xf 
for each fÇzR(X). The set of all means is a nonempty, compact, 
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